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New York, December XX 2014 -- The Children’s Museum of the Arts (CMA) is pleased to 
announce Pixelated: Sum of its Pieces, on view in the Cynthia C. Wainwright Gallery. This 
exhibition brings together emerging and mid-career artists whose work explores different 
means of perception. 
 
For better or worse, our lives are increasingly played out on a screen. From checking 
directions to playing a game on the latest bestselling app, digital technologies are a part of 
our everyday lives. Just as individual “pixels” are pieced together to create a larger image or 
message, this exhibition brings together visual artists whose works explore the intersection 
between art and technology, or who break down the very materials they work with into 
individual parts.  
 
Visitors are encouraged to look carefully: what you see from far away may strongly differ 
from what you view up-close. Each artwork is intended to be examined from different 
distances and viewpoints.  
 
While some of the works on view were created using mechanics or a computer, several have 
nothing to do with technology and have instead been painstakingly crafted by hand. What 
all the works do have in common is an intention to distort or condense reality and to help us 
question and consider what we see.  

 
 

• Aziz+Cucher (Anthony Aziz and Sammy Cucher) have been collaborating on 
digital photography, sculpture, video, and architectural installations works since 
1991 and are considered pioneers in the field of digital imaging. Throughout their 
artistic journey together, Aziz+Cucher have blurred the distinctions between the 
human body and its environment, the exterior and the interior, as well as the 
organic and the artificial, with often startling, and always mesmerizing, results. 
 



• Omar Chacon’s paintings of brightly colored, glossy ovals and stripes of acrylic 
paint dazzle viewers. Built layer upon layer, the drips and dots are a rainbow of 
colors and each oval shape is a unique composition that contributes to the work 
as a whole. At the start of each painting, thousands of acrylic ovals or drips are 
prepared, which are then peeled and collaged onto canvas. Taking advantage 
of the synthetic qualities of acrylic – its bright, slick sheen, and pliability – Chacon’s 
surfaces glisten with exuberant color, projecting a spirit of optimism with a nod to 
discovery, both in everyday life and in the surprising details of each painting.  
  

• Looking for something new, Christian Faur experimented with various wax painting 
techniques, but couldn’t find his niche. In 2005, when his young daughter opened 
a box of 120 Crayola crayons, everything clicked into place. Faur uses individually 
hand cast wax crayons to explore the complexity of the pixel in digital 
photography. These colorful wax forms are assembled by hand into rectangular 
frames in intricate hexagonal grids that recreate the illusion of a photograph in 
sculptural form. 

 
• Bradley Hart creates injected bubble wrap paintings using syringes and acrylic 

paint, which form pixelated photorealistic images. Hart’s Injection paintings take 
an average of 350-400 to load the pigment into the 1,800-2,200 syringes to make a 
single work. As the liquid acrylic is implanted into a bubble, the excess drips down 
the back of the piece. Following the completion of the injections, the drips are 
removed from the backside of the plastic to reveal an imprint of the work, 
composing the Impression works. When the Injection and Impression paintings are 
viewed together, the viewer becomes an observer of a relationship created 
between the two works. 

 
• Richard Klein is an artist, curator, and writer. As an artist, Klein’s sculptures primarily 

utilize found glass objects, such as eyeglass lenses, ashtrays, jar lids, and speakers, 
which he welds together to suggest a functional form. His clustered glass pieces 
create light and shadows that give way to movement and beauty. The 
development of a language through optics is his personal response to human 
waste ! what to do with all those discarded materials. These loopy, patched 
together and jewel-like constructions hang from the wall like skylights or awnings. 
Each lens acts differently according to its prescription and the angle of light. Klein is 
concerned largely with the quiet manipulation of the relationship between light 
and solid surfaces and how viewers can see the same things differently. 

 
• Daniel Rozin is an artist, educator and developer working in the area of interactive 

digital art. As an interactive artist, Rozin creates installations and sculptures that 
have the unique ability to change and respond to the presence and point of view 
of the viewer. CMA commissioned a new work specifically for Pixelated: Sum of its 
Pieces. Rozin created a collaborative, interactive sculpture, composed of 500 tiles 
designed by children visiting CMA during public hours. This sculpture has a video 
camera, motors and computer on board and produces a soothing sound as the 
viewer interacts with it. 

 
• Al Souza’s work over the past twenty-five years has concerned itself with exploring 

the unique formal qualities of a particular material. Souza began working on what 
became his signature Puzzle Paintings in 1996. Souza’s works often reach imposing 



dimensions, emphasizing the density of the materials and the monumentality of his 
vision. His puzzle paintings are abstractions cobbled together from store- bought 
puzzles and coated with saturated, glossy acrylic paint. Souza is interested in 
sensation, not narrative, meticulously layering and reconfiguring puzzle into 
expansive, all-over fields of pictured objects.  

 
• Devorah Sperber is an installation artist known for creating works that act as optical 

illusions out of spools of thread, chenille pipe cleaners and map tacks.  
Appropriating images ranging from old master paintings to natural landscapes to 
iconic objects, Sperber reduces them into pixels, then re-creates them using 
unexpected materials. Sperber's work explores all aspects of perception – physical, 
intellectual, intuitive, and emotional. Her primary interest is perception of the 
optical kind – how visual information about an object is received, reflected, 
transmitted, reassembled and understood. Each of Sperber’s pieces is created by 
hand in the time-honored craft world tradition.  

 
For more information, visit cmany.org 
 
ABOUT THE CHILDREN'S MUSEUM OF THE ARTS 
Founded in Lower Manhattan in 1988, the Children’s Museum of the Arts provides authentic 
hands-on art experiences for children with practicing artists, both in our art-filled museum and 
in the community. CMA’s mission is to extend the benefits of the arts to all children and their 
communities and to secure the future of the arts by inspiring and championing the next 
generation of artists and art lovers. 
 
CMA works to fulfill its mission through four distinct initiatives: On-Site Public Programming that 
includes interactive art stations and artist-led workshops, early-childhood arts workshops, 
after-school classes, intensive art camps and special family programs; School & Community 
Outreach Programs throughout New York City; Art Exhibitions; and a Permanent Collection of 
2,000 pieces of children’s art from around the world. More information is available at 
www.cmany.org. 
 
The museum is open to the public: Monday and Wednesday, 12PM to 5PM; Thursday and 
Friday 12 PM. to 6PM; Saturday and Sunday, 10AM to 5PM. Closed Tuesday. Admission: Adults 
$11; Children $11; Seniors, Infants (0-12 months) Free. Thursdays 4-6 PM, pay-as-you-wish. 
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